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Over to You 2010-01-28

in over to you ten terrifying tales of life as a wartime fighter
pilot are told by the master of the short story roald dahl during
the second world war roald dahl served in the raf and even
suffered horrific injuries in an air crash in the libyan desert
drawing on his own experiences as a fighter pilot dahl crafted
these ten spine tingling stories of air battles in the sky of the
nightmare of being shot down the infectious madness of conflict
and the nervy jollity of the mess and ops room dahl brilliantly
conveys the bizarre reality of a wartime pilot s daily existence
where death is a constant companion and life is lived from one
heartbeat to the next one of the most widely read and
influential writers of our generation the times the great
magician spectator roald dahl the brilliant and worldwide
acclaimed author of charlie and the chocolate factory james and
the giant peach matilda and many more classics for children also
wrote scores of short stories for adults these delightfully
disturbing tales have often been filmed and were most recently
the inspiration for the west end play roald dahl s twisted tales
by jeremy dyson roald dahl s stories continue to make readers
shiver today

Great Flying Stories 1997-07

collection of exciting unforgettable aviation stories



Learning to Fly 2015-05-24

this collection contains seven of rachel elizabeth cole s touching
short stories in fallen leaves a woman must come to terms with
the bad blood between her dead husband s grandmother and
herself in listen to the rain a young couple going through a
rough patch struggles to find happiness in caring for lily a
young mother wrestles with her decision to return to work in
for good or for bad a dissatisfied wife must decide if she ll risk
everything for her ex boyfriend in is this seat taken two
strangers connect briefly in a bus station a woman cleaning out
her dead mother s attic digs through old feelings about the
adoption of her son and the woman she swore she d never be
like in boxes of dust and in miss popularity will a hallway
encounter ruin a young teen girl s chances at her new school
heartfelt bittersweet and poignant these short stories explore the
moments where we spread our fledgling wings take that leap
and learn to fly

To Fly 2002

traces the work that the two wright brothers did together to
develop the first machine powered aircraft



Stories on the Fly 2016-12-27

the day when everything went wrong in the sky is the second
of eight stories in the series stories on the fly this one was told to
my sons when they were only three and six years old i planned
on taking them to the park but ended up staying inside because
it rained all day that day the weather pattern changed
overnight in this story there are two angels one responsible for
the nights activities and the other for the days activities because
of one little setback the days activities turned out to be a mess

Fly Already 2019-10

winner of the sapir prize 2019 a man is bribed to step into a
courtroom to call an unknown defendant a murderer a rich
lonely man hits on the idea of buying up people s birthdays so
he ll always have friends calling a writer agrees to write a story
starring his friend so said friend can get a girl into bed a father
and son spot a stranger standing on the edge of a building and
the son shouts encouragement fly already in these 22 short
stories wild capers reveal painful emotional truths and the
bizarre is just another name for the familiar wickedly funny and
thrillingly smart fly alreadyis a collage of absurdity despair and
love from a master of the genre



Over to You 1996

whether it is basketball dreams family fiascos first crushes or
new neighborhoods this bold short story collection written by
some of the best children s authors including kwame alexander
meg medina jacqueline woodson and many more and published
in partnership with we need diverse books celebrates the
uniqueness and universality in all of us will resonate with any
kid who s ever felt different which is to say every kid time
great stories take flight in this adventurous middle grade
anthology crafted by ten of the most recognizable and diverse
authors writing today newbery medalist kwame alexander
delivers a story in verse about a boy who just might have
magical powers national book award winner jacqueline woodson
spins a tale of friendship against all odds and meg medina uses
wet paint to color in one girl s world with a short story that
inspired her newbery award winner merci suárez changes gear
plus seven more bold voices that bring this collection to new
heights with tales that challenge inspire and celebrate the
unique talents within us all authors include kwame alexander
kelly j baptist soman chainani matt de la peña tim federle grace
lin meg medina walter dean myers tim tingle jacqueline
woodson there s plenty of magic in this collection to go around
booklist starred a natural for middle school classrooms and
libraries kirkus reviews starred inclusive authentic and
eminently readable school library journal starred thought



provoking and wide ranging should not be missed publishers
weekly starred read more books by these authors the bulletin
starred

Flying Lessons & Other Stories 2017-01-03

jonathon is a young eagle and has two brothers jack and jimmy
just a day older his parents have been flying off from the
comfort of their nest perched high atop a ledge to gather food
jonathon is quite happy in his nest but his brothers are anxious
to learn how to fly jonathon tries to hide as his mother comes in
to take the boys one at a time for a flying lesson they return
with tales about how she allows them to fall and then catches
them just in time jonathon doesn t want to learn how to fly and
begs his mother to instead let him just stay in the nest she
finally coaxes him to come along as he watches in horror as his
brothers learn how to fly finally his mother takes hold of him
and it s his turn will jonathon ever learn how to fly will he
overcome his fear of falling and flying take the journey with
jonathon as he climbs aboard his mother s back and experiences
flight for the first time

Jonathon Eagle Learns to Fly 2014-08-08

tortoise is a tricky fellow he is selfish and careless but also clever
enough to find a way out of almost any problem when the birds
are looking for something to eat tortoise offers to take them to a



far away place where there is plenty of fruit however tortoise
wants something in return he wants the birds to teach him how
to fly the birds agree to the bargain but how are they ever
going to teach tortoise to fly join tortoise the birds and the other
amazing characters of the savannah jungle and water in this
delightful collection of original african fables about the author
author ben oduwole grew up in nigeria but currently resides in
rome italy he originally began inventing stories to tell his
daughters at night the stories were such a hit that he began
writing them down for the other members of his family the
flying tortoise is ben s first published collection and he is
working on another compilation of stories that explore the
yoruba culture of nigeria

The Flying Tortoise 2009-09

a young children s book detailing the whimsical adventure of an
imaginative little boy and his friend george the fly designed to
capture fun and curiosity and a growing relationship between
two very different characters the author dr aldino p maggiulli
enjoys telling stories to his two granddaughters the story of
george the fly has just some of the escapades explained this
children s book should be in everyone s collection and will be a
favorite at story time everywhere



The Story of George the Fly 2021-10-07

mesmerizing and magical a stunning book npr org short stories
so imaginative and yet so perplexingly familiar they could have
formed in a dream taut meticulously balanced and written in
loory s direct witty prose his own stories take a page from aesop
high flying tales nonetheless boiled down to the essentials the
los angeles times ben loory s stories are little gifts strange and
moving and wonderfully human i devoured this book in one
sitting ransom riggs author of miss peregrine s home for
peculiar children a dazzling new collection of stories from the
critically acclaimed author of stories for nighttime and some for
the day ben loory returns with a second collection of timeless
tales inviting us to enter his worlds of whimsical fantasy deep
empathy and playful humor in the signature voice that drew
readers to his highly praised first collection in stories that
eschew literary realism loory s characters demonstrate richly
imagined and surprising perspectives whether they be dragons
or swordsmen star crossed lovers or long lost twins restaurateurs
dreaming of paris or cephalopods fixated on space travel in
propulsive language that brilliantly showcases loory s vast
imagination tales of falling and flying expands our
understanding of how fiction can work and is sure to cement his
reputation as one of the most innovative short story writers
working today



Fly on the Wall and Other Stories 2013

the characters in these stories are at a point in life where they
are waiting for the next thing to happen to them in arlene we
meet a single woman who tries to exorcise literally the spirit of
her suicidal downstairs neighbor and ends up by finding her
more compelling dead than she was alive in sweethearts we see
a couple who are renovating a london townhouse while they
tear down their relationship there is a young man in the
kindness of strangers who allows himself to be picked up in a
bar with very pecuilar results and there is anna in the title story
who frees herself from self doubt and rejection by a single
decisive act of dishonesty publisher description

Over to You. 10 Stories of Flyers and
Flying 1946

a young starling chooses to read books when his cousins are
learning to fly and the knowledge he acquires comes in handy
when a hurricane threatens the flock s migration

FLY; A True Story Completely Made Up
2008

this book contains an extraordinary collection of short stories and



novel extracts written by africans living outside africa it is a
collection that also examines the little unknown area of an
african experience of living abroad with themes of identity
belonging and culture as well where is home how does our
identity change when we move to a new country or when
national borders are eroded by globalization these are some of
the themes explored in this collection of new fiction from
african writers living outside the continent the writers of the
stories and novel extracts come from countries as diverse as
egypt nigeria kenya uganda ghana tanzania and the sudan they
include both established writers such as buchi emecheta ama ata
aidoo and abdulrazak gurnah and many exciting new voices by
turns humorous fantastic satirical and moving the fiction reveals
new worlds to us this book travels the globe with african
writers

Tales of Falling and Flying 2017-09-05

stories depict the hardships physical dangers and emotional trials
of world war ii fighter pilots

Watch Time Fly 1983

calypso summer yeah that really is my name a girl with such a
name is on a journey she will have adventures my mother used
to murmur in my ear and i now i am on a journey i m running
from something terrible but i don t know what it s like my



brain has blocked it out for now i m learning to survive to break
the system and not get caught i ve found a friend i can trust
next stop freedom somehow somewhere if i could fly is a story
you ll never forget

Calvin Can't Fly 2015

the short stories and poems in this book were compiled by
margaret baker s daughter juliana sandahl after margaret s tragic
death in 2001 the proceeds from this book were donated to
programs for peaceful living in white salmon washington
margaret s stories and poems reflect the difficult years she lived
during the great depression her mother s mental illness and the
trauma of her divorce in her later poems written after a stroke
she finds joy in a new relationship at a retirement home

Stories Fly 2003

with samson s butterfly kite flat on the ground and her own
kite soaring sharon thought of shouting okay samson wong you
big mouth let s see you fly your wonderful kite big wings will
do it every time right but now that she had her chance to get
even with samson sharon didn t feel like fighting she was
happy just watching her kite pull into the clouds for the first
time in her life sharon had something chinese that she was
proud of and she was enjoying herself teach me to fly
skyfighter and other stories offers four closely observed accounts



of growing up in contemporary vancouver s chinatown
highlighting the joys and frustrations of growing up in two
cultures simultaneously

The Riddle of the Fly 1970

spanning a period of thirty years a collection of eighteen short
stories includes silence of the llano in search of epifano and
children of the desert

Over To You 1990-01-01

for some reason whenever my oldest granddaughter sleeps over
i regularly read to her before bedtime i realized that no matter
how awesome the stories were that i read to her she would
constantly ask me to make one up for her i always start out with
something short and she would say then what before we knew
it i would come up with some pretty good stories for her the
name stories on the fly came about because i had to make one up
on the spot all the time gianna the lost princess is one of eight
stories it is about a little baby girl that got lost during a plane
crash

If I Could Fly 2011

these shocking brilliant and ultimately beautiful stories chronicle
the lives of ordinary people in extraordinary situations each tale



is laced with enough wit humor and imagination to keep the
reader constantly amazed from the young son persuaded to
donate his heart to his dying mother to the girl who befriends a
man in a dog suit in post apocolyptic suburbia to the man and
woman conducting a love affair across a park bench these
characters delight and dazzle

Fly, Fly They Must 2003-04-15

it was a perfect sunny day in nana s garden when annie and her
friends turned into butterflies all flew off but not annie annie
the butterfly stayed with nana for two whole weeks until she
was ready to fly inspired by true events this is a heartwarming
story of transformation love courage confidence and discovery of
one s timely potential the theme a time for everything
encourages us to trust the process of self discovery is it your
time to fly bonus learn the 10 steps of a monarch butterfly s
transformation in addition to the inspirational story this book
shows a real life monarch butterfly s transformation with close
up photos from the author s garden

Teach Me to Fly, Skyfighter! 1983-01-01

this is my storythe story of a pilot who flew airplanes for some
thirty seven years ten years in the united states air force
primarily in jet fighters and then twenty seven years flying
commercial jet airliners i was inspired to write this story after



reading the autobiography a few years ago of gen chuck
yeagerhe being the world renowned test pilot world war ii
fighter ace and first man to break the sound barrier in the bell x
1 my story is the story of an average pilot an average guy who
survived several close calls had many interesting experiences
along the way and often wondered am i still here because i was
especially good or because i was especially lucky i think the
answer is definitely a combination of the two just as yeager says
or implies in his book with him it may have been a larger
contribution of skill but as he said the secret of my success is that
i always managed to live to fly another day i have to echo that
comment while flying around the country with american
airlines during hours of complete boredom as we say we pilots
often traded our war stories of our flying and other experiences
i often thought that i had many tales that were similar to some
of yeagers and that i should put my experiences down on paper
even if it would only be my family who might read it so this
then is my story my life primarily as it revolved around my
aviating experiences over some thirty seven years from the
viewpoint of a pilot who has no particular claim to fame but
who has survived to fly another day one of the best descriptions
of a flying career says you start out with a big bag of luck and an
empty bag of experience you want to fill the bag of experience
before you empty the bag of luck i guess i have done that



The Man who Could Fly and Other Stories
2006

presents a collection of thirteen stories written between 1937
and the 1950s

Stories on the Fly 2016-11-02

fly is a beautiful story of determination no matter the odds and
love in the face of loss lucy had always been good at fixing
things and dad needed a bit of help it was just the two of them
after all so when lucy finds a bird with a broken wing she s
sure she can fix him too but not everything that s broken can be
fixed

Flying Leap 1998-11-15

welcome to the radiant imagination of lillian darnell a
wonderful and unique human being the kind who comes
around only once in every 56 000 births as she is missing the
short arm of her 18th chromosome leave this reality behind and
enter enchanted lands awash in mysteries happy endings
adventures and inspiration come within and discover
heartwarming and beautiful tales woven with love and magic
brought forth from the imagination of a young woman with a
different perspective lose yourself in wondrous adventures as



you follow courageous enchanting characters kind animals and
plant life and graceful mother nature the delightful tales legends
and poems within these pages were written by lillian darnell
between the ages of four and fifteen the stories and poems are
mostly edited for spelling and grammar yet the bulk of the
stories remain as she originally wrote and published them to
include a few grammatical errors and made up words will a
girls dream of becoming a princess come true how can sad
mischievous fearful animals help humans feel emotions how did
the world come to have color book trailer youtu be
4owzbmq1s8o we would love for you to share where the book
has flown to reach you leave a comment on our map page with
your city state and country we ll add it to the pinned map of the
books travels a photo in your city would be great too wp me
p9hbwx 11 you can t help but feel happy and be inspired while
reading this book lillian s stories jump straight out of her heart
and onto the pages in an authentic innocent and loving way the
world needs more positivity and happiness and her stories are
bursting with both thank you lillian g brian benson award
winning and best selling author actor and tedx speaker let your
imagination be taken away with lillian darnell s writings and
allow yourself to be transported to places where anything is
possible with love joy and a touch of inspiration this collection is
born from a young woman with a unique perspective on how
our world could be immerse yourself and come see the world
through lillian s eyes dr veronica wain award winning



filmmaker academic author disability advocate although all of us
who love fairies understand that children with their vivid
imaginations are closer to magic than any of us we all yearn to
retain that childlike sense of wonder lillian darnell s writings
are a welcome reminder of what is possible when you dream
big and accept no limitations grace nuth senior editor faerie
magazine

A Time to Fly 2019-10-05

at 10 35 in the morning of thursday december 17 1903 man got
his wings on the sand dunes of kitty hawk north carolina orville
wright flew the motorized aircraft he and his brother wilbur
had constructed to a distance less than the length of the
wingspan of today s 747 jet they made three other flights the
same day the final lasting 59 seconds for a distance over the
ground of 852 feet the world would never be the same after
that day mankind was finally off the ground in powered flight
and man s experiences in the air would forevermore join the
literature of human endeavors to be shared by kindred spirits as
well as the curious sorts who have wanted to know what was it
like up there in the greatest flying stories ever told editor lamar
underwood has collected some of the finest writings both fact
and realistic fiction to lay bare the drama of human beings
coping with the skills needed to direct their machines through
the vastness of the skies with contributions from charles
lindbergh ernest k gann general chuck yeager leo janos tom



wolfe mary lovell richard bach rinker buck diane ackerman
derek robinson and more

A Pilot’S Story 2012-08-27

she s small she s smart and she s a fly named phoebe come along
on an amazing journey and travel the world in an adventure of
discovery guided by love phoebe is a fly with an insatiable
appetite for learning she dreams of going places and seeing
things just like very youngster who ever lived join phoebe on
her adventures and then explore even further in your own
global journey from paris to the pyramids discover phoebe s
fascinating world this book is great for kids of all ages and the
adults who read to them

Flying Home and Other Stories 1996

this book is about a shy boy who learned discipline from strict
parents and seven years of parochial school my ten years in a
band taught marching a graduate mechanical engineer who
loved to fly control line model airplanes was commissioned a
2nd lieutenant and found the air force a piece of cake the air
force taught me to fly although i had little desire to do so and
pushed me to be an extremely aggressive pilot skill knowledge
and training allowed me to advance through the highest
performance jet aircraft during the time period of 1955 through
1984 jet aircraft flown were the t 33a f86f sabre f100 series a d f



super sabre f105 b d thunderchief and the f110 f4d phantom my
stories progress from primary flight school through all training
and missions in the above aircraft as pilot test pilot instructor and
air to air fighter pilot few understand the training and life of an
air force pilot so the drivel shows a portion of life with these
interesting actual flying stories a most enjoyable read

Fly 2019-08-06

a diverse inspiring and exciting collection on the thrills of
taking flight

Where Would You Fly? 2017-12-25

fly with maya is the story of a curious young girl who travels
around the world in a hot air balloon on her journey she meets
engineers who tell her about their jobs and help herunderstand
how her balloon works what makes her balloon fly where will
it land what kinds of engineers will she meet as maya explores
the night sky she discovers how to use science to pilot her
balloon join maya on her exciting adventure and experience the
wonderof our world

Flying Lessons & Other Stories 2018-08

weather to fly is a collection of adventure stories tall tales in the
great american tradition inspired equally by mark twain amelia



earhart pancho barnes and p t barnum they are war stories ghost
stories and love stories there s a world war ii warbird that may
or may not have a soul or a conscience in an alaska saloon a bush
pilot who thinks he s dying reveals a long hidden secret and the
unlikeliest of pairs fall in love in an airport terminal by turns
whimsical and heart wrenching like the best adventures these
stories never end up where you expect

Now Let Me Fly: The Story of a Slave
Family 2016-03-15

Greatest Flying Stories Ever Told
2012-10-15

Fly Phoebe Fly! 2001

An Eagle Tells Flying Stories with
Associated Drivel 2004



Flying Lessons 2017-07

The Greatest Flying Stories Ever Told
2016

Fly with Maya

Weather to Fly
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